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Abstract
A new fast and stable algorithm to reduce a symmetric banded plus semi-separable matrix
to tridiagonal form via orthogonal similarity transformations is presented. © 2000 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider an n n symmetric matrix of the form
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This matrix can be written as the sum of three matrices: a tridiagonal matrix with
ai on the main diagonal and bi on the super- and sub-diagonals; an upper-triangular
portion of the rank-one matrix vuT where everything at and below the first super-
diagonal is set to zero; and the lower-triangular portion of the rank-one matrix uvT,
where everything at and above the first sub-diagonal is set to zero. More generally,
in this paper, we consider matrices that can be written as the sum of a banded matrix
and the upper- and lower-triangular portions of low-rank matrices. In particular, we
present a fast algorithm for tridiagonalizing such matrices by orthogonal similarity
transforms. This can serve as the first step for the fast and stable computation of the
eigendecomposition of such matrices.
Matrices of this form appear when one discretizes the Green’s function for the
two-point boundary value problems appropriately, and also from the discretization of
eigenvalue problems for integral operators whose symmetric kernels can be written
as the sum of a semi-separable part and a degenerate part. The inverse of a symmetric
banded matrix also has this form.
To describe the problem more succinctly, we now introduce some notation. We
use triu.A; k/ to denote the upper-triangular portion of the matrix A, where all ele-
ments at and below the kth super-diagonal are set to zero. Similarly we use tril.A; k/
to denote the lower-triangular portion of the matrix A, where everything at and above
the kth sub-diagonal has been set to zero. In this notation the matrix A in Eq. (1) can
be written as
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C tril.uvT; 1/C triu.vuT; 1/:
While the matrix A is highly structured, it is dense. The standard direct proce-
dure for computing the eigendecomposition of A is to first reduce A to symmetric
tridiagonal form and then solve the tridiagonal eigenproblem (see [5, Chapter 8]).
However, the tridiagonal reduction algorithm has tremendous difficulties in main-
taining the banded plus semi-separable structure, and consequently requires O.n3/
flops. Although iterative methods, such as those based on the Lanczos or Arnoldi
procedures, can take advantage of the structure in A and can be used to find the
eigendecomposition of A, their convergence rate is highly problem-dependent and
can be very slow in many cases (see [7]).
In a related paper, we describe a fast divide-and-conquer algorithm to compute
the eigendecomposition of a block-diagonal plus rank-one semi-separable matrix
[2].
The algorithm presented in this paper uses O.n2/ Given’s rotations to carry out the
tridiagonalization. Therefore, it is not efficient to accumulate these transformations
to form the full eigenvector matrix. However, in many applications, it is not the
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full eigenvector matrix that is needed; rather only the ability to apply the eigen-
vector matrix (or its transpose) to another vector is required. In such applications,
the factored form of the eigenvector matrix is sufficient. One example of such an
application is the numerical solution of ill-posed problems by secular equation tech-
niques, where all that is needed is the product of the eigenvector matrix and a column
vector [3,4].
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first present the algorithm as applied
to a 7 7 matrix. We then present the details of the general algorithm. Finally, we
describe some numerical experiments.
2. Example
Consider a 6 6 example of a tridiagonal plus semi-separable matrix, where the
semi-separable portions come from a rank-one matrix. Let us denote the matrix sty-
listically as follows:
A D
0
BBBBBBB@
b b r r r r r
b b b r r r r
r b b b r r r
r r b b b r r
r r r b b b r
r r r r b b b
r r r r r b b
1
CCCCCCCA
;
where the symbol b denotes elements of the band matrix and the symbol r denotes
elements of the semi-separable part. We will now show how to reduce the dense
matrix to a pentadiagonal matrix, rapidly, via an orthogonal similarity transformation
implemented as a sequence of Given’s rotations.
Assume that we have some how introduced zeros in the last two rows and col-
umns, except in the pentadiagonal portion, using orthogonal similarity transforms.
Then the matrix will look like this0
BBBBBBB@
b b r r r 0 0
b b b r r 0 0
r b b b r 0 0
r r b b b e 0
r r r b b b e
0 0 0 e b b b
0 0 0 0 e b b
1
CCCCCCCA
;
where the symbol e denotes the fill-in in the extra bands. Now, exploiting the low-
rank of the off-diagonal parts we can pick one Given’s similarity rotation applied
to rows 5 and 6 and columns 5 and 6, such that we obtain the new zero
structure
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0
BBBBBBB@
b b r r 0 0 0
b b b r 0 0 0
r b b b e 0 0
r r b b b e f
0 0 e b b b e
0 0 0 e b b b
0 0 0 f e b b
1
CCCCCCCA
;
where the symbol f denotes fill-in that will be chased down in the next step. At this
stage, we would like to point out that by using one Given’s rotation we were able
to produce two zeros in row 5. This is what ultimately leads to a fast algorithm. We
now chase the bulge (denoted by the symbol f) down by using a Given’s similarity
rotation in plane .6; 7/. Doing so we obtain0
BBBBBBB@
b b r r 0 0 0
b b b r 0 0 0
r b b b e 0 0
r r b b b e 0
0 0 e b b b e
0 0 0 e b b b
0 0 0 0 e b b
1
CCCCCCCA
;
which is quite like the matrix that we started off with, except that instead of just the
last two rows (and columns) with zeros in them we now have zeros in the last three
rows and columns, and the pentadiagonal structure is beginning to emerge. Clearly,
we can proceed in a recursive fashion now. For the sake of exposition we describe
the next round also. We apply a Given’s similarity transformation in plane .3; 4/ and
obtain0
BBBBBBB@
b b r 0 0 0 0
b b b e 0 0 0
r b b b e f 0
0 e b b b e 0
0 0 e b b b e
0 0 f e b b b
0 0 0 0 e b b
1
CCCCCCCA
:
We chase the bulge down one step using a similarity rotation in plane .5; 6/0
BBBBBBB@
b b r 0 0 0 0
b b b e 0 0 0
r b b b e 0 0
0 e b b b e 0
0 0 e b b b e
0 0 0 e b b b
0 0 0 0 e b b
1
CCCCCCCA
:
In general, of course, we will require more than one rotation to chase the bulge all
the way to the bottom.
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3. Fast and stable tridiagonalization of banded plus semi-separable matrices
We now present the details of the fast method for tridiagonalizing banded plus
semi-separable matrices via orthogonal similarity transformations.
Let
A D D C tril.UV T; b/C triu.VUT; b/;
where D is a symmetric banded matrix of bandwidth b and U and V are full rank
n r matrices with r < n.
The tridiagonalization algorithm proceeds in two steps. In the first step, we re-
duce A to a symmetric banded matrix of bandwidth b C r , and in the second step,
we use standard techniques to reduce the banded matrix to tridiagonal form (see
[8]).
Notation. Let
UTD. u1    un /
V TD. v1    vn /
DD
0
@
i − 1 1 n− i
i − 1   
1  di cTi
n− i  ci 
1
A:
The first step in turn can be staged in three steps.
First is a preprocessing step, where we reduce the bottom r  r sub-matrix of U
to upper triangular form. We can do this by an orthogonal transformation Q com-
puted from the RQ factorization of the relevant sub-matrix and modifying U and V
to
U  UQT V  VQT;
This transformation leaves A unchanged. This step costs approximately 4nr2 flops.
The next step of the algorithm can described either recursively or iteratively. The
latter is usually better for implementation purposes, but the former is easier to ex-
plain. So we describe the recursive version. This is motivated by a similarly struc-
tured matrix inverse eigenvalue algorithm from Gragg and Harrod [6].
First assume that Di is an i  i matrix of bandwidth b C r and that Ui is an i  r
matrix in upper trapezoidal form such that all rows except the first b C r C 1 rows
are zero rows. The matrix Vi is also i  r . At this stage the matrix
Ai D Di C tril.UiV Ti ; b/C triu.ViUTi ; b/
is a symmetric banded matrix of bandwidth b C r , which is our required form.
To help visualize matters we provide the following picture:
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In this picture x, b and r denote generic non-zero elements. However, in each row and
column there are b consecutive b symbols and r consecutive r symbols. This aids in
seeing the b C r bandwidth of Di .
To proceed recursively we would like to add rows and/or columns to Ui , Vi and
Di . However, to do that without destroying the banded structure we have to reduce
the last row of Ui to zero and still retain the band width of b C r . We do that in two
steps.
In the first step, we zero out the last row of Ui by r Given’s rotations in the planes
.b C 1; b C 2/; .b C 2; b C 3/; : : : ; .b C r; b C r C 1/:
(Plane rotations outside the bounds of the matrix can be ignored.)
The same Given’s rotations are applied as similarity transformations to Di result-
ing in 2r fill-ins being created symmetrically at positions
.2b C r C 2; b C 1/; .2b C r C 3; b C 2/; : : : ; .2b C 2r C 1; b C r/
and their symmetric counterparts. (Again any fill-ins outside the bounds of the matrix
are ignored.) Note that the fill-in increases the bandwidth by one exactly. That is
always the case.
In the next step, we chase these fill-ins to the bottom of the matrix. These can
be accomplished by standard chasing schemes [8]. One approach is to move the
bulge one block down by the following sequence of Given’s rotations applied as a
similarity transform:
.2b C r C 1; 2b C r C 2/; .2b C r C 2; 2b C r C 3/; : : : ;
.2b C 2r; 2b C 2r C 1/;
where again Given’s rotations outside the bounds of the matrix are ignored. The
effect of these rotations is to move the entire bulge downwards by b C r units to the
new positions
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.3b C 2r C 2; 2b C r C 1/; .3b C 2r C 3; 2b C r C 2/; : : : ;
.3b C 3r C 1; 2b C 2r/
and their symmetric counterparts. (Again, fill-ins outside the matrix bounds are
ignored.)
In this way the bulge can be chased off the matrix using at most i Given’s rotations.
The cost of each Given’s rotation is approximately 6.b C r/ flops. Furthermore, these
Given’s rotations have no effect on Ui as the corresponding rows are zero rows.
At this stage we are ready to proceed with the recursion by adding new rows and
columns to the modified Ui , Vi and Di , provided that i < n.
Now let
UiC1D

uTn−i
Ui

;
ViC1D

vTn−i
Vi

;
ODiC1D

dn−i cTn−i
cn−i Di

:
To create DiC1 we replace the zeros of ODiD1 in positions
. b C 2; 1 / ; . b C 3; 1 / ; : : : ; . b C r C 1; 1 /
and its symmetric counterparts from the corresponding entries in the matrix UiC1V TiC1
and ViC1UTiC1.
Now the recursion can proceed as i becomes larger, stopping when all the columns
and rows have been exhausted.
This reduction to a banded matrix of bandwidth b C r costs approximately 3r.nC
r/.n− .2b C r// flops. Notice that as b increases the number of flops decreases. If
n b C r , then the total number of flops for this stage is approximately 3n2r flops.
We can tridiagonalize a symmetric matrix of bandwidth b C r in 3n2.b C r/ flops
using standard techniques [8].
The total cost of the algorithm is approximately 3n2.b C 2r/ flops if the orthog-
onal transforms are not accumulated and if n b C r . The standard dense tridiago-
nalization algorithm costs .4=3/n3 flops.
4. Numerical experiments
The algorithm for the reduction of a symmetric banded plus semi-separable matrix
to a symmetric banded matrix of bandwidth b C r was implemented in Common Lisp
in single precision. The accuracy of the algorithm was verified by directly applying
the generated Given’s rotations to a dense matrix that was equal to the banded plus
semi-separable matrix. The algorithm is backward stable as expected.
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Table 1
Cpu time in seconds
b n D 500 n D 1000
r: 1 20 40 1 20 40
30 1.3 19 38 5.1 80 155
60 1.5 17 35 5.3 76 151
In Table 1, we summarize some timing results. As can be observed the runtime
behaves roughly quadratically in n and linearly in r. Furthermore, one can observe a
small decrease when b is increased. These observations confirm the flop count.
The experiments were carried out using Allegro Common Lisp 5.0 (Solaris) on
a Sun SPARCstation 20 [1]. The code did not exploit the symmetry of the banded
matrix. In a final production implementation that would include this and other en-
hancements we expect to improve the speed by a factor of 4 or so. Interested readers
can get the Common Lisp source code for the algorithm from the first author via
e-mail.
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